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Financial Ysis And Modeling Using
I now conclude this series on a mini-research project I had conducted on OFWs in Paris, exploring different dimensions — including trying to understand the financial strategies of the poor, dissecting ...
Migration and financial stability: A model on how to get there
More employers are graduating from retirement education programs and moving up to a more holistic financial fitness model designed to help employees improve their short- and long-term financial health ...
Seven steps toward a holistic financial fitness program
The emergence of fintechs in recent years can largely be attributed to their increased flexibility, agility, and speed when compared to their traditional ...
How Fintechs Can Use Alternative Data for Improved Predictive Modeling
Specialist RegTech provider Shield today announces a new and enhanced version of its powerful end-to-end communications compliance platform. The new version provides powerful enhancements including ...
New Version of the Shield Compliance Platform Ensures Enhanced Protection and Greater Transparency in a Rapidly Evolving Financial Sector
Post-pandemic, more employers are offering financial advising to their workers — bringing a large and underserved population of new clients to the forefront.
For some companies, employees' financial health is as important as physical health
Many businesses struggle with cash flow due to poor cash flow management and a lack of understanding about it in general. Cash flow management has always been an essential component of a business's ...
Six Steps For Landing (And Keeping) Clients Looking For Cash Flow Services
FREYR AS, a Norway-based developer of clean, next-generation battery cell production capacity, and Alussa Energy Acquisition Corp. ("Alussa Energy") (NYSE: ALUS), a Cayman Island exempted special ...
FREYR AS and Alussa Energy Acquisition Corp. Complete Business Combination
Yet, principles and techniques originating from physics can be very effective in describing the processes taking place on financial markets. Modeling ... or for the use of any information through ...
When physics meets financial networks
Financial firms should use their experience in the COVID-19 crisis to consider how flexible working could help create a more diverse workforce but the government will not impose a model, Britain's ...
UK government will not impose flexible work model on finance, says minister
The Florida-based investment advisor Zega Financial launched its first ETF through the debut of its ZEGA Buy and Hedge ETF (ZHDG) on Wednesday, seeking to model one of its retirement strategies for ...
Zega Financial Debuts 1st ETF
After the battle, we will make sure to share the financial models with the viewers. Use this opportunity to learn some tricks used by some of the greatest minds in financial modeling." Financial ...
Microsoft Excel Esports Tournament Is Real And Actually Happening
Robinhood Markets Inc, the online brokerage at the center of this year's retail trading frenzy, disclosed on Thursday previously unreported regulatory risks in its long-awaited initial public offering ...
Explainer: The regulatory and legal headwinds facing Robinhood
Optiver, a leading global market maker, announces the launch of its first data science competition. Hosted in partnership with Kaggle, the world’s lar ...
Optiver Launches First Data Science Competition on Realized Volatility With $100k Prize Money for Best Models
The creator economy is changing the way that people earn a living, whether you’re an Instagram influencer or a freelance graphic designer. But traditional banks haven’t caught up. Take Alexandra Botez ...
A bank for the creator economy, Karat Financial raises $26M in Series A funding
Swedbank, like many other financial institutions across Europe ... to rules – to exempt low-risk transactions from the SCA requirements. Utilizing ACI’s model generator functionality allows Swedbank ...
Swedbank Partners with ACI Worldwide to Combat Fraud and Comply with SCA
The company last raised in June of 2018 – a $28 million Series C led by Focus Financial Partners. Since then, it says it has grown revenue “by 10 times” and is now on the cusp of reaching ...
SmartAsset rethinks financial advisory, and becomes a unicorn in the process
Brokers who try Lender Connect to be given an entry to win a Tesla Model 3 each time they submit an application using the new tool VANCOUVER, BC, July 6, 2021 ...
Lendesk Launches Innovative Tool Enabling Mortgage Brokers to Submit Applications Directly to Lenders and Win Tesla Model 3
Ocwen Financial Corporation (NYSE: OCN) (“Ocwen” or the “Company”), a leading non-bank mortgage servicer and originator, today announced that it is set to join the Russell 2000® and Russell 3000® ...
Ocwen Financial Announces Inclusion in the Russell 2000® Index
HONG KONG, CHINA / ACCESSWIRE / July 5, 2021 / Global Investment Bank and Capital Trust announced today a sizeable investment in Asian mental healthcare start-up PsychAsia. PsychAsia is a ...
Global Investment Bank and Capital Trust Announces Investment in Asian Healthcare Start-up PsychAsia
The company intends to use ... Financial is a digital lending platform that allows borrowers to shop and compare financial products from a network of lenders. Its hybrid marketplace model and ...
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